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Abstract 
A Banach algebraic approach is proposed to study the asymptotic bchaviour of the 
numerical ranges of certain (finite) approximation matrices of {infinite) operators. The 
approach works for large classes of approximation methods; it is examined in detail here 
for the finite sections of Toeplitz operators and of operators which are generateu by 
Toeplitz operators. The basic ingredient isa precise knowledge of the finite section meth- 
od for Toeplitz and related operators. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
-,. Kt vwords: Numerical ranges: Toeplitz operators; Finite section method: Algebras of approxima- 
tion sequences 
I. Introduction 
Let h be a Hiibert space with inner product (., .)n and A be a linear bound- 
ed operator on H. The spatial numerical range SNH(A) is the collection of all 
numbers (Ax, x)n with x E H and Ilxll = 1. One topic of the present paper is 
the asymptotic behaviour of the numerical ranges SN~, (T,,(a)) of an increasing 
sequence of Toeplitz matrices as n ~ oc. 
Recall that the Toeplit: operator T(a) n'ith generating.function a E L I (-~) acts 
on finitely supported sequences (x,,) by 
T(a):  (x , , )~ (y,,), Yk = Za~-,,x,,, (1) 
II : :0  
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where at, stands for the kth Fourier coefficient ofa. In case a E L~(T), this op- 
erator extends to a bounded operator on the Hilbert space /2, and 
IIT(a) ll,.-') = IlallL . The matrix representation with respect o the standard ba- 
sis of F of the Toeplitz operator T(a) is the infinite Toeplitz matrix (ak-t)~,%=0, 
and its finite sections T~(a) :a ~n-! - -  ~ k-t)k,t=O are finite Toeplitz matrices. It will be 
shown that, if a is a piecewise continuous function on f (i.e. a function which 
possesses one-sided finite limits at every point of the unit circle), then the spa- 
tial numerical ranges of the matrices Tn(a) approximate the spatial numerical 
range of T(a). 
This fact is quite remarkable because the spatial numerical range of an op- 
erator always contains the spectrum of that operator, and so numerical ranges 
can be viewed as (sometimes rough) upper approximants of spectra. But the 
spectra of the Toeplitz matrices T~(a) are far away from approximating the 
spectrum of T(a) in any way. For example, if a(t)= t, then the spectrum of 
T(a) is the ciosed unit disc D := {z E C: Ilzll 1}. whereas the spectrum of ev- 
ery finite section Tn(a) is the singleton {0}. On the other hand, it is easy to 
check that (with the same a) 
n - I ~ c_ SNcn(T~(a)) C_ ~) = SNt,-(T(a)), 
I! 
thus, the spatial numerical ranges of the T,(a) converge rapidly to the spatial 
numerical range of T(a). One reason for this so much better behaviour might 
be that the numerical range reflects - in contrast o the spectrum - not only al- 
gebraic, but also metric properties of the operator. It is this point which have 
numerical ranges in common with another kind of spectral approximants, the 
~:-pseudospectra. The analog of our result, namely the convergence of the ~- 
pseudospectra of T,,(a) to the ~:-pseudospectrum of T(a), was shown by Reichel 
and Trefethen [9] for certain continuous functions a and by B6ttcher [1] for 
piecewise continuous generating functions. For a general scheme verifying this 
convergence for a bulk of concrete approximation sequences see [10]. 
Nevertheless, the convergence of the spatial numerical ranges of finite sec- 
tions of Toeplitz operators is very easy to prove (and, actually, it can be verified 
for the finite section sequence of aiiy operator; see Theorem 1). The main re- 
suits of the present paper do not only concern this special problem but also 
the behaviour of the numerical ranges of related matrices (such as products 
of Toeplitz matrices, perturbed Toeplitz matrices). Moreover, many of the re- 
sults can be extended to the i,%case (p ~ 2) what, of course, requires a suitable 
modification of the notion of a numerical range. Finally, all proofs will be giv- 
en in such a way that they apply to every approximation sequence which fits to 
the general scheme in [10], thus, the main results have their analog~::~:, "or ex- 
ample, for spline-Galerkin or-collocation methods for singular integral equa- 
tions or Mellin equations, to mention only a few. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the main results as well 
as sketches of their proofs. In Section 3, there are recalled some basic facts 
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about numerical ranges for the reader's convenience, and the details of the 
proofs are presented in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. Main results 
Let X be a complex Banach space with dual X*, and define 
n(s )  := {( f ,x )  ~ x*  x x :  Ilfll = Ijxll = l , f (x )  = 1 }, 
For A being a linear bounded operator on X. the spatial numerical range of A is 
the set 
SNx(A) := {f(Ax): (y,x) e n(x)}. 
In case X= H is a Hilbert space, this definition reduces to that one given in the 
introduction. Indeed, in this case one has 
FI(H) = ((x,x) E n x H: Ib'll = 1} 
which easily follows from the fact that equality holds in the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality (x,y)n = II/llllyll if and only if x and y are linearly dependent. 
Further, the operator A can be considered as an element of the Banach al- 
gebra L(X) of all linear and bounded operators on X. Given a Banach algebra 
9.1 with identity e. one defines the numerical range N,.,t(a) of a E ~I as the set of 
all numbers ~p(a) with ~p ranging through the states of ~21, i.e. through the con- 
tinuous linear functionals on ~]I such that ¢p(e) = II,pll = I. For relations be- 
tween SNx(A) and Nt.lx~(A) see Section 3. 
Let lP with I < p < c~ denote the Banach space of all sequences (x~)~. of 
complex numbers with II(x~)~,,ll,, : - - - (~ ,,Ix~l")~i' < ~,  and let I~i refer to 
the set of all vectors (xq~,xl,...,x,, ~)EC" provided with the norm 
X ~n- I ~)~=oll~, := (~-~ Ixkl') it'. Clearly, Ill can be viewed as a closed subspace of 
P,, for m > n resp. of  ! ~' when identifying (x~>,xl,...,x,,-i) with (xo,xl . . . .  , 
x,,_l,0, . . . .  0) (where m-n  zeros have to be added) resp. with 
(x0,xl , . . .  ,x,_~,0,0 . . . .  ). This identification will be used thoroughly. The pro- 
jection operator 
I t' ~ 1",,, (x0,xl, . . .)  ~ (x0,xl , . . .  ,x,,_ 1,0,0 . . . .  ) 
will be denoted by P,,. 
Further, given a sequence (M,,) of subsets of the complex plane C, its partial 
(resp. uniform) limiting set limM,, (resp. Lim M,,) consists of all numbers 
m E C which are a partial limit (resp. the limit) of a sequence (m,,) of points 
m,, E M,,. 
Theorem i. Let A E L(lP). Then 
lim SNI,~(P,,AP,,) = Lim SN~;(P,,AP,,) = SN~ (A). 
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The theorem remains valid for weighted/P-spaces. Its proof will be given in 
Section 4. 
If a is a trigonometric polynomial, then the Toeplitz operator defined by 
Eq. (1) extends to a bounded operator on I t' for every p E (1,oo). The closure 
in L(! p) of the set of all Toeplitz operators of this kind consists of Toeplitz op- 
erators again, and the generating functions of these Toeplitz operators form an 
algebra of continuous functions on 1]- which will be denoted by (~p. Provided 
with the norm Ilcll c := IIT(c)IILt~,,I, this algebra becomes a Banach algebra 
which is continuously embedded into C(-8-). In case p=2.  one has 
(7, = C(T); for details see [3]. 6.1-6.8. The algebra of the piecewise continuous 
functions on 1]- (introduced in Section I) will be denoted by PC; it is a (7*-al- 
gebra under the supremum norm. 
Let .Tt, refer to the set of all bounded sequences of matrices (A,,) where 
,4,, E L(I~) = L(Im P,,). Provided with element-wise operations and the supre- 
mum norm, this set becomes a Banach algebra and. in case p = 2 and on defin- 
ing an involution element-wisely, even a C-algebra. Let .~, denote the smallest 
closed subalgebra of .~t, which contains all sequences (T,,(a))= (P,,T(a)P,,) 
with a E PC in case p = 2 and a E C t, in casep E (!, oc) \ {2}• 
Every sequence (A,)E .~'lp possesses the strong (=pointwise)  limit 
s-lim A,P,, as n tending to infinity which will be denoted by W0(A,,). Further, 
~n-- Iif R,, := (r,, i~ t )~ j c~ with i;, = I and r~ = 0 for k ~ n stands for the n x t~ reflec- 
tion matrix, then the strong limit s-lim R,,A,R,, exists, too, and it will be denot- 
ed by W~(A,,). The mappings Wq~ and W~ are continuous algebra 
homomorphisms t¥om .~t~, into L(/~'), and one has particularly 
W~(l;,(a)) = T(a), IV~(E,(a)) = T(h), where ti(:) := a( I / : ) .  
Finally, given two subsets M, N of C. define conv(M. N) := {z E C: z = Am 
+ (1 - 2)n, where m E M. n E N, 2 E [0. I] }.Observe that conv(M, N) is not con- 
vex in general. In case M = N. we simply write cony M in place ofconv(M, M). 
Clearly. cony M is just the convex hull of the set 14. 
Here are the main results of the paper. 
Theorem 2. Let (A,,) E .~/,.. Then 
lim SN~;,(A,,) :: Lim SN~,(A,,) = cl conv(SNr(lfi,(A,,)).SNt:(W~(A,,))). 
Theorem 3. Let (A,,) E ..~//,. Then 
lira Nlil,,;i(A,,) = Lira Nlil~;i(A,,) = conv(Nj~/,.~(IVdA,.)), Nl~t,,~( l~'l (A,,))). 
Theorems 2 and 3 will be proved in Section 5. The pr~, makes  essentially 
use of exact descriptions of the quotient algebras .~~,/~.¢;~, where ~,~, is the set of 
all sequences (G,,) E .~-~, with 1[G,,[[~.11~; ~  0 as n ---, ce. It is easy to see that ~j, is 
a closed ideal of "~'t,, and one can prove that ¢.q~, c .~./~, (see Proposition 7.27 in 
[3]). hence, ¢#~, is also a closed ideal of .~./p. Let further L(P') y L(P') refer to the 
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Banach algebra of all pairs (Bo, B~) of operators B~ C L(! r) provided with ele- 
ment-wise operations and the supremum norm. and let .'alp denote the smallest 
closed subalgebra of L(IP)× L(P') which contains all pairs (W0(A,,), WI(A,,)) 
with (A,,) E .~,/j,. Then the following result holds. 
Theorem 4. The mapping 
smbp: .~,ip/%, ~ 5~p. LA,,) + ~.qp ~ (Wo(A,,), Wt(A,,)) 
is an isometrical isomorphism between x./pff.#p and .'dr,. 
Observe that ~.qp lies in the kernels of both W0 :~,:d W~, hence, the definition of 
smbp makes sense. For proofs of Theorem 4 see [i 2] in case p = 2 and Theo- 
rem 3. ! in [2] for p -7(= 2. It is also not hard to deduce the latter result from [6], 
Proposition 3.18 with f~ = 0, Proposition 3.22, and Theorem 3.8. 
The proof of Theorems 2 and 3 proceeds as follows. We relate the limiting 
sets of the numerical ranges of A,, to the numerical range of the coset (A,,) + '~'p 
in the algebra .~/pff.e,p. Then we employ Theorem 4 and find that this numerical 
range coincides with that one of smbp((A,,) + :qp) = (Wo(A,), I~ (A,,)) in .'alp, and 
the latter numerical range coincides with the expression mentioned in the The- 
orems 2 and 3. 
3. Numerical ranges 
in this section, there ate summarized some basic facts about numerical rang- 
es. For details and proofs, we recommend the monograph [4] and also Section 
!,10 in [5]. We start with the numerical ranges ince they give most satisfactory 
results in the Banach algebra case. 
Let ~1 be a Banacn algebra with identity and Sp~I) be its s ta te  space, i.e. the 
set of all states of ~,~1. We shall think of S(~l) as a subset of the dual space ~,~I* of 
~l. Provided with the topology induced by the "-weak topology of ~i*, the state 
space is compact, and it is also a convex subset of ',q'. Consequently. one gets 
Proposition I. Let ~.~I he ,t Banach ,igehra with identi O' am/a c ~21. Then N,a(a) is 
a closed and convex subset o fC. 
Now suppose '.B to be a closed subalgebra of '~I which contains the identity. 
Then the restriction ~!" ---, ~' ,  q~'Pl,a maps S(~I) onto S('~) (with the sur- 
jectivity being a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem), and so one has 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. Let ~I he a Barn,oh a&ehra with klentiO', and let ~ be a closed 
subalgebra of ~! whk'h contains the identiO'. Then, for ererv bE ~. 
= 
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As a consequence, one obtains 
N,a(a) = Nalgt~,al(a) for every a E ~I, 
where alg(e, a) stands for the smallest closed subalgebra of ~ which contains e 
and a. So, for computing numerical ranges, one can always suppose the under- 
lying algebra to be commutative. Since every character of a commutative Ban- 
ach algebra with identity is a state, this implies that 
a,n(a) C_ aalg{e,a)(a) C_ Nalz(,,,,~)(a) = N,a(a), 
where a,a(a) refers to the spectrum of a E ~ in ~l. Combining this result with 
Proposition !, one gets 
Proposition 3. (i) Let ~ be a Banaeh algebra with identity and a E ~1. Then 
conva,a(a) C_ N,a(a). 
(ii) Let ~l be a C*-algebra with Mentity and a E ~I be normal. Then 
cony a,~(a) = N,,a(a). 
Thus, the numerical range of an element can be viewed as an upper app- 
roximant of the spectrum of the element. In fact, numerical ranges and spectra 
share m~-.ny of their properties but, as a rule, the behaviour of the numerical 
ranges is often much better than that of spectra. Here are a few examples. 
Proposition 4. Let ~I be a Banach algebra with MentiO'. 
(i) The mapping a~---~N,~l(a) is upper semi-continuous for eveo' a E ~l (as the 
mapphtg a ~-} a(a) is). 
(ii) The mmwrical radius r(a) := sup{I:l: z s N,,.t(a)} satis'[ies the inequafity 
Ilall ~ r(a) ~< Ilall f i" every a E ~21 where c is Euler's constant 2.71...  (which is 
nuwh stronger than the corresponding esthnate fi~r the spectral radius). 
(iii) N,n(a + b) c N,,a(a) + N,.Jt(b) for every a,b 6 ~I (which is wrong Jar spec. 
tra h! general). 
Let us turn over to the spatial numerical ranges. The connection between the 
two versions of numerical ranges is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let X he a Banach space and ,4 E L(X). Then 
Nt.{xl(A) = cl conv SNr (,4). 
For a proof see Theorem 9.4 in [4]. The basic and classical result on spatial nu- 
merical ranges in the Hilbert space case is 
Theorem 6 (Toeplitz-Hausdorff Stone}. I f  H is a Hilbert space and A E L(H), 
then SNn (A) is convex. 
There are examples howing that the spatial numerical range of an operator 
on 1~ needs not to be convex if p ~ 2 (see Example ! !. ! in [4]). In case of ar- 
bitrary Banach spaces, one has 
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Theorem 7 (Williams). I f  X is a Banach space and A EL(X), then 
~,(x)(A) c_ el SNx(A). 
Moreover, SNx(A) is always connected (see Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 
11.5 in [4]). 
4. Spatial numerical ranges of finite sections 
On considering l~ as a subspace of i;, in case m/> n and of lP, one gets im- 
mediately that H(l,  p) c_ II(lPm) C_ II(IP) and, consequently, 
SNtp(P.AP,) C_ SNtp(PmAP,,) C_ SNIp(A) 
for every A E L(lt'). This gives one direction in the equality in Theorem I 
lira SNt,(P,,AP,,) C_ cl SNt,(A). 
Observe that limiting sets are closed. The other direction is a consequence of 
the following result. 
Proposition 5. Let i f ,  x) E rl(lp). Then (P; , f  / l lP,.fl I ,P.x/l lP,,xll) ~ rl(lr.) fo r  all 
sufficiently large n. 
Proof. The strong convergence of P,, and P,~ to the identity operator of I p and 
(lP) * = lq with l ip  + I/q = 1, respectively, entails that IIP,,xll- IIxll-- ! and 
IIP, Tfll ~ Ilfll = I, when follows that the norms IIP,,xll and IIPTfll are n~t zero if 
n is large enough. Thus, 
IIP,,x/llP, xllll = IIP;,f /llP, Tfllll = l, 
and it remains to show that 
(P/,f /llP, Tfll)(P,x/llP, xll ) = 1 resp. (P,~f)(P,,x) = IlP,~fll][P,,xll. (2) 
Let x = (r0ei~°0,rlei~'l,...) with r, E [0, oe) and ~0, 6 [0,2n) be an element of I t' 
with IIxllp = (~ + ~ + • ")'/P = 1, and define .~ := (~/qe-i'P",t~/~e-i*',...). Then 
II~llq = ((~/q)q + (~/q)q + -- .) ' /q = (~ + ~ +.  • .)'/q = II~,,,"P/q = l. 
hence, ~ E (lP) * = lq and, moreover, 
= if"r0 + 4/"r,  + . . .=  + +.- .=  I. 
Thus, (~,x) belongs to rl(Ip). 
On the other hand, the uniform convexity of the It'-spaces for 1 < p < .~x~ 
(see, e.g. [7], pp. 358-359 of the English edition) involves that, for every 
x E IP with Ilxll = 1, there is at most one f E (IP) * such that (f ,x) belongs to 
rl(lp). Thus, if ( f , x )E  H(IP) and x= (roei~°,rlei'p',...), then necessarily 
f = (~/qe- i~ , , ,~ /qe  -i'p' . . . .  ), whence follows 
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IIP, Tflllle,,xll = ((rg0/q) ' +""  + (~/_3)q)'/"(rg0 +- ' -+  ~_,)'/" 
= :o /% + . . .  + :.Lq, r,,_, 
= (P~f)(P,x), 
which proves our claim (2). 
To finish the proof of Theorem 1. abbreviate l~.f/llP~fll =:f. and 
P,,,x/llP,,xll =:x.  and observe that, due to I Ix . -  xll--. 0 and I l L -  fl l ~ 0. one 
has 
f (Ax)  = lim f,,((P.AP,,)x.) = lim f . (Ax. )  
for all A E L(lP) and (f,x) E rl(lp). Since ( f . ,x.)  E FI(IP.) by the preceding 
proposition, this shows that every point of SNt,(.4) belongs to the uniform lim- 
iting set of the spatial numerical ranges SNt~(P.AP,,). hence 
cl SN~,,(A) C_ Lim SNI~;(P,,AP,,) 
which proves the second inclusion in Theorem 1. [] 
5. Proof of Theorems 2 and 3 
Suppose Theorem 3 to be valid. Specifying it to the case p = 2 yields 
lim N . (A,,) = Lira N . (A,,)= conv(N . (Wt~(A,,)),NI.It:I(WI(A.))). I.(I;~) I.(1~1 ,, L ( I - )  
Further. Theorems 5 and 6 show that 
N/.I.I(.4) = cl SN.(A) for every A E L(H), (3) 
whenever H is a Hilbert space. Since 
lim M. = lim cl M,, and Lim M. = Lim cl M,, (4) 
for all sequences (M.) of subsets of C, a combination of the identities (3) and 
(4) gives 
lim SN~?,(A,,) = Lim SNI~,(A,, ) = conv(cl SNt:(Wo(A,,)), cl SNc.( ~ (A,,))) 
which is equivalent to the assertion of Theorem 2. So it remains to verify The- 
orem 3. 
Our first goal is a relation between the partial limiting set of the numerical 
ranges NLIIJ;)(,4,, ) and the num,..ri,zal range of the coset (A,,) + :'#r" 
Proposition 6. Let ( d,, ),,~ I E "~ t," Then 
,!im NL~(A,,) c_ N,~,,,~,,,((A,,),,\~ + %). 
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Proof. Let ¢ 6 Iim,,_.~NLu¢;~(A,,). Then there exists a sequence (k,,)c_ 7/+ 
tending to infinity as well as a sequence (~,,) c_ C with ~,, ~ N~It],ot(A~., ) and 
~,, - -  ~ as n ~ ~.  Choose states ~p,, of L(l~.) such that qh,(At. ) = ~,,. 
Let ~'  stand for the subspace of .~p consisting of all sequences 
(B,,) := ~(A,,) +/~(e,,) + (6,,) 
with (G,) E fip and ~.,[I c C. The limit lim,,_,.%,(Bk,,) exists for all sequences 
(B,,) E ~o. Indeed. it is sufficient o check the existence of this limit for the gen- 
erating sequences of £e  for which one has: 
~O,,(Ak,,) = ~,, ~ ~, ,p,,(P,,,) = I -  l ,  
I ,p,,(6,.,,)l 411~,,11116~,.11 = IIC,,,l l - - ,  0. 
Thus, there is a linear functional ~p on 4/~ defined by 
'o((B,,),, ~" i )= lim q~,,(B~,,) 
t l  - - "  "t(_ 
which maps the sequences (A,,), (P,,) and (G,,) into ,~, ! and 0, respectively, and 
which is continuous with norm 1 on 'M' 
I~((tt,,),,~=,)l = Ilim ~,,(&,,)l ~< supt,p,,(B,,,)l 4 supllB,,ll = II(B,,)It. 
Using the Hahn-Banach theorem, one can extend ~p to a functional Oll all of 
.~7, with norm 1 which will be denoted by ~iJ again. Since ~p((P,,),~ i) = 1, this 
functional is a state of J"p. Further, the ideal ~-#t, is in the kernel of ~p by con- 
struction, hence, one can define a functional ¢ on .~'ff:~), by 
¢ : .¢~, /%,  ~ C.  (C,,) + %,~p((C, , ) ) .  
Clearly, q/((P,,)+ %, )= i and ¢((A,,)+ f ip)= ¢, and ¢ is continuous with 
norm I. Thus, qJ is a state of .-'~-~,~/:rJ. ,, and ~. ~ N,h,/~,,.,. ((A,,),," ~ + :rip). [] 
Now Proposition 2 yields 
N~,,/%((A,,),,.~I + fit,) = N,6./",',.((A,,),,~-I + fil,) 
for every sequence (A,,) E .d r, and Theorem 4 entails for these sequences that 
N~,,./:,,.((A,,),,- 1 + f , , )=  N,~,,(smb,,((A,,),]' I + ;e,p)) 
= N,~,.((Wo(A,,), W~(A,,))). 
Finally. again by Proposition 2. 
N~,,( ( W~,(A,,), Wj (A,))) = NLIt,,!×L~tp)( ( Wc,(A,,). W1 (A,,))), 
hence, for every sequence (A,,) 6 .4p,  
N%/:%((A,,),,~ , + %,) = NLIt,)×LIt,.)((Wo(A,,), WI(A,,))). (5) 
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The next result will be formulated in a slightly more general form than neces- 
sary. 
Proposition 7. Let 9.[ be a Banach algebra with identity, and let 9.1 k stand for the 
set of  all k tuples with entries from 9.1, provided with component-wise operations 
and with the supremum norm. Then, for every (a l , . . . ,  ak) E ~k, 
N, ak(al, . . . .  ak) =conv  (N~t(at),... ,N~i(a~)) 
with cony being defined in analogy to the case k = 2. 
Observe that cony coincides with the usual convex hull because all numer- 
ical ranges N~t(aj) are convex by Proposition 1. 
The following lemma prepares the proof of Proposition 7. For, define ele- 
ments ej ~ 9.I 4 as (0 , . . . ,0 ,e ,0 , . . . ,0 )  with the e standing at the j th place 
and, given a E 9.I, set aej = (0, . . . ,  0, a, 0 , . . . ,  0). 
Lemma 1. Let 9.[ be a Banach algebra with identity e and tp be a state ofg.l ~. Then 
(i) tp(ej) >i O for every j = 1,... ,k. 
(ii) I~o(aej)l <~ ~(ej)llall ¢~r every a E 9.[ and j. 
Proof. (i) Set dj := (e, e , . . . ,  e) - ej. Since (e, e , . . . ,  e) is the identity element of 
9.I ~, one has ~p(ej) + ~p(dj) = 1, hence, ~p(ej) = r + is and q~(dj) = I - r - is 
with some real numbers r,s. Further, IleAl = IIdAI = 1 which implies that 
Iq'(ej)l ~< 1 and I~o(dj)l ~< I, hence, r E [0, I]. 
Let ~,f16[0,2n) be numbers such that ei~(r+is)=lr+is]  and 
ei/l(! - r - is) = II - r - i s l ,  and consider w := ei~ej + eil~dj. Then Ilwll = I, fol- 
lows 
q~(w) = ei~rp(ej) +eilS~p(dj) = Ir + isl + I! - r - i s l  ~< II~llllwll = I. 
The latter inequality implies that s = 0. Thus, ~p(ej) E [0, 1]. 
(ii) Suppose there is an a ~ ~! and a j E { l ,2 , . . . , k}  such that 
i~p(aej)l > ~o(ej)llall. Then, necessarily, a ¢ 0. Replacing a by a unimodular 
multiple of a one can reach that 
0<~ ~p(aej) > q'(ej)llall 
and, substituting a by a positive multiple of itself, one can even find an t~ such 
that 
Ilall = I and ~p(aej) > ~p(ej). 
Set b = aej + dj. Then Ilbll = 1 and, thus, I~p(b)l <~ II~llllbll ~< I, whereas, on the 
other hand, 
q~(b) = ¢p(dj) + ¢p(aej) > 1 - qJ(ej) + ~p(ei) = 1 
which is a contradiction. [] 
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Proof of Proposition 7. Let nj : 9.I k --. 9.I be the mapping which associates with 
every n-tupel (a~,.. . ,  ak) ~ 9.1 k its j th component. If ~p is a state of 9.I, then 
~p o n/ is  a state of 9.I k and, thus, 
N~(aj) C N,a,(al,... ,ak) 
for all j. Now ~he convexity of N,~ (a!,. . . ,  a~) by Proposition 1 entails the in- 
clusion 
cony (N~l(ai),... ,N,a(ak)) C_ N,a,(al,...,ak). 
Conversely, let ~ = ~o(a!,... ,ak) for some state ~o of W.  Further, let 
stand for the set of all / = 1,2,. . . ,  k with ~0(ej) ~ O, and for all j 6 ~ define 
linear functionals % on 9.1 by 
~Oj(a) :=  q)(aej)/(o(ej). 
Every ~oj is a state on ~. Indeed, %(e) = 1, and, for every a E 9.I, 
I j(a)l = I~o(aej)l/qa(ej) <~ Ilal[ 
by the preceding lemma. Further, again by this lemma, if j ~ 9Y/, then 
I~o(ae/)l ~< q~(ej)liall : 0 
for every a E 9.I. Consequently, 
= .p(a.. . . . .  a. )  =  o(Eaje;) = E 
= 
Set ~j = ~pj(aj) in case j E 9Jl and choose ~j it, N,~i(aj) arbitrarily i f j  ff ~ .  Then 
~j E N,a(aj) for all j, and the latter identity states that 
k 
- -  Z~(e j )~ j - - "  Z~(e j )~ j  
jE~| j= I 
which is the desired decomposition of ~ into a convex linear combination since 
E~=I ~o(ej) = I. [] 
Particularly, for every (A.) e .~p, 
NL{t.~×qt.I((Wo(A,,), WI(A.))) = cony (NLct.}(Wo(A.)),NLct,,)(I~(A.))). (6) 
Proposition 8. Let (A,) E dr .  Then NL(t,)(~(A,)) C Lim,_.~Nt(.,.p.)(A,) for 
i=O, l .  
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Proof. To handle the cases i = 0 and i = 1 at once, let (E,) denote one of the 
families (P,,) or (W,). and set W(A,) = s-lim E,A,,E,. 
Let ~ e NLII,)(W(A,)). From Theorem 5 one knows that ¢ belongs to the 
closed convex hull of SNIp(W(A,)). hence, given e > 0, there exist (fl,Xl), 
(f2,x2) E II(IP) as well as numbers 21,22 E [0, 1] with 21 + 22 = 1 such that 
I~ -  ~A(W(A, , )x , ) -  ,~zL,(w(A,,)~)I < ~.. (7) 
Since both the E, and the E~, are isometries on l, p, and E] = P,,. we conclude 
from Proposition 5 that 
(E'.A /IIE~,A II, E: ,  / l iE,: ,  II), (E;,A/IIE,;f211, E,,x2/llE,x211) e H(!',7 ) 
for all sufficiently large n. For large n and i = 0, !. set 
~,.,, := (E;,.t~)(a,,f,x,)/(llE;,JJllllE,,.,ll) 
Then ~l.,,, ~-,., C SNt~(A,,). and 
I (E,;f~)(A,,E,,x,) (e;;f,_)(A,,E,,x2) I




f~(W(A,,)x,) - IIE;,T, II liE.x, II 
(E,;f:)(A.E.xz) 
/5(W(A,,)x-') - IIE;,./;IIIIE,,x,. 
<~ ~: + .li ( W ( A,, )x l ) - .li ( E,A,,E,,x ~ )
liE,5./i I[ l iE:,  II 
J~ ( I;(E,,A,,E,,x,) . 
+ W(A,,)x,.) - "  " 
IlE,;f.,ll lIE,:211 
For i = 0, 1. one has 
f~( f,(E,,A,,e,,x,) 
W(A,,)x,) - IIE,;f, IIIIE,,x, II ~ II W(A, , )x , -  E,,A.E,,xd(IIE,;.~IIIIE,,x,I!)II, 
and the right-hand side of the latter inequality goes to zero since 
E,,A,,E,x, ~ W(A,,)x~ in the norm of P' and since IIE, x;ll = Ile,,x, II--, IIx, I I -  I 
as n ~ ~.  Thus. 
I~ - 21¢~.,, - 2.,~_,...I < 2~: 
for all sufficiently larqe n. i.e. ~ belongs to the uniform limiting set of the con- 
vex hulls of SNIff(A,,). Employlng Theorem 5 once again, this gives 
E Lim,,_~Nzc+~3 (A,,) 
which proves the proposition. [] 
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So one obtains 
cony  (NL(t.)(Wo(A,,)),NLllp)(WI(A,,))) 
C_ cony (Lim NtII,;I(A,,), Lim Nm~)(A,,)) 
= conv(tim Nt(l~h(A,,)), 
and since the uniform limiting set of convex sets is convex again, one arrives at 
conv (Nt(t,.)(Wo(A,)),Nut,.)(WI(A,,))) C_ LimNtlt~)(A,,). (8) 
t l  ~ ::K. 
Now, combining Proposition 6 and identities (5) (6) and (8), one finds 
lira Nm~I)(A,, ) c_ coav(Ntllp)(Wo(A,,)),Ntltpi(Wl(A,))) C_ Lira Ntlt~t(A,,) 
for every sequence (14,,) E .e/p which finishes the proof of Theorem 3. [] 
Observe that the only information about the concrete approximation meth- 
od we need is Theorem 4. In the Hilbert space case p = 2, the analogue of The- 
orem 4 holds with the class PC of the piecewise cor;tiuuous functions being 
replaced, for example, by the classes QC of the quasicontinuous functions or 
PQC of the piecewise quasicontinuous functions (see [3], 7.33, for Theorem 4 
for these classes), and also for H" + C (see [13]). The results remain also valid 
for algebras which require more than two (but finitely many) strong limits if, 
place of the W0 and I~ in Theorem 4 for their description. Part;cularly, this case 
includes the finite section method for singular integral operators with coeffi- 
cients belonging to the above mentioned classes. For further examples ee 
[li,8,10]. 
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